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The Enterprise Java™ platform, Java EE 6, is getting a facelift … JavaServer™ Faces (JSF™) 2, is a big part of what’s new in Java EE 6! JSF 2, a significant upgrade from JSF 1.2, now includes Facelets and integration/use options with a variety of web frameworks, including the popular JBoss® Seam and even the Spring Framework.

Beginning JSF™ 2 APIs and JBoss® Seam gets you up to speed with the new JSF 2.x API features and how they’re implemented using the latest Seam web framework. This quick–start tutorial is the fastest way to get started on JSF 2, Facelets, and Seam, and with it you’ll take the most useful features in the frameworks and apply them using best practices.

You’ll learn to create and enhance an eShop using practical methods, and can repurpose the template for your own personal and professional projects. 

What you’ll learn

	Get started with the new JSF 2 and its features, including forms, validations, and more. 
	Create an eShop. 
	Build interactive pages with Ajax. 
	Incorporate the new JSF 2 feature, Facelets, as your standard view definition framework. 
	Provide a common layout using Facelets. 
	Apply and fine–tune your eShop application using the popular JSF–based web framework, JBoss Seam. 


Who is this book for

This book is primarily for Java developers who need to develop an application in JSF but are just learning it. It also can be for Java developers who know JSF but would like to learn Facelets and Seam.

About the Apress Beginning Series

The Beginning series from Apress is the right choice to get the information you need to land that crucial entry–level job. These books will teach you a standard and important technology from the ground up because they are explicitly designed to take you from “novice to professional.” You’ll start your journey by seeing what you need to know—but without needless theory and filler. You’ll build your skill set by learning how to put together real–world projects step by step. So whether your goal is your next career challenge or a new learning opportunity, the Beginning series from Apress will take you there—it is your trusted guide through unfamiliar territory!

About the Author

Kent Ka Iok Tong is the manager of the IT department of the Macau Productivity and Technology Transfer Center. With a master’s degree in computer science from the New South Wales University, Sydney, Australia, and having won the “Macao Programming Competition (Open Category)” in 1992, Kent has been involved in professional software development, training, and project management since 1993. He is the author of several popular books on web technologies including Essential JSF, Facelets and Seam, Enjoying Web Development with Tapestry, Enjoying Web Development with Wicket, and Developing Web Services with Apache Axis 2.
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Filtering, Segmentation and Depth (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1993

	Computer vision seeks a process that starts with a noisy, ambiguous signal from a TV
	camera and ends with a high-level description of discrete objects located in 3-dimensional
	space and identified in a human classification. In this book we address this process at
	several levels. We first treat the low-level image-processing issues of...
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Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems - CHES 2004: 6th International Workshop Cambridge, MA, USA, August 11-13, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2005
These are the proceedings of CHES 2004, the 6th Workshop on Cryptographic
Hardware and Embedded Systems. For the first time, the CHES Workshop was
sponsored by the International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR).
This year, the number of submissions reached a new record. One hundred
and twenty-five papers were...
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Essentials of Marketing, 13th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	This book is about marketing and marketing strategy planning. At its essence, marketing strategy planning is about figuring out how to do a superior job of satisfying customers. This author team takes that point of view seriously and believes in practicing what they preach. Instructors and students can trust that this new edition of...
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Ideas of Quantum ChemistryElsevier Limited, 2007
Colours! The most beautiful of buds – an apple bud in my garden changes colour from red to rosy after a few days. Why? It then explodes into a beautiful pale rosy flower. After a few months what was once a flower looks completely different: it has become a big, round and red apple. Look at the apple skin. It is pale green, but moving along...
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Platinum Edition Using XHTML, XML & Java 2 (Platinum Edition Using)Que, 2000
Platinum Edition Using XHTML, XML, and Java 2 shows how to combine these three powerful standards--and plenty of others--to deliver flexible Web content on a variety of platforms, including Java. This admirably comprehensive book covers virtually everything today's Web developer needs in order to deliver flexible content for a variety of...
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Getting Started with PowerShellPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn the fundamentals of PowerShell to build reusable scripts and functions to automate administrative tasks with Windows


	About This Book

	
		Harness the capabilities of the PowerShell system to get started quickly with server automation
	
		Learn to package commands into a reusable script and...
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